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Licensing: Fate Core and Fate Accelerated licensing is now possible with the release of our system reference documents in July 2013, September 2013 and September 2014. In March 2016, we added venture city character creation rules and a super-power catalogue. In April 2016, we added Atomic Robo RPG
Reference Documents, Sails Full of Stars, Gods &amp; Monsters, Frontier Spirit, Conspiracies, and No-Skill Swashbuckling System Reference Documents. In December 2017. In February 2020, we made fate condensed reference documents available for license. Text: There are two open licensing schemes available to
you for this content, and you can choose the one that suits you best. Read more about this election below. To get SRD's, you must specify which licensing scheme you want to use, and then click the relevant link for that license below. Logo: We also provide the Powered By Fate logo for your use if you want to mark your
product as Destiny. (The Fate Core and Fate Accelerated logos will remain the property and trademarks of evil hat production, LLC.) You can find the Powered by Fate logo further on this page. Font: Finally, we provide Fate Core Glyphs font for use for four actions and easy creation of stress clues. See below. Your
system reference documents (SRD) licensing options for all content listed at the top of this page are available through two licensing schemes. Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) We will use the Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) license for our other open license option. Using this license will simply require you
to make a clear statement (we will give you the text) that your game is based on our material. Unlike some other Creative Commons options, this isn't viral — you don't have to open your derivative content at all. We think it's great if you do, though, because a) we did, and b) it means you're contributing something back to
the community that made fate possible. Our advice: This is the easiest option for implementation and understanding. For each SRD you use, you must include a small attribution block on your copyright page. The attribution block is given on top of each SRD, so it's a simple copy &amp; paste. It does not lay claim to your
work, and you are not obliged to keep your derivative work open as well, it just requires you to give credit as stated. Open Game License (OGL) Open Game License (OGL) is a popular choice that is well known in gaming circles. This is a good choice if you are already familiar with its use or if you want to mix content
with other OGL licensed content. Prior to Fate Core, OGL was the only license available for the Fate system, due to an earlier fudge RPG system. OGL forces you to stay open to what you borrowed and to make a clear statement about the identity of the product about what you are not opening by basing your game on
OGL content. Our advice: This licensing option here is mainly for people who are already familiar with OGL and/or want to integrate our content along with something that is also available under OGL. It is bulkier and more baroque to use, and for some it is harder to understand. Powered by Fate We offer two versions of
the Powered By Fate logo. Choose the one that best matches the background you're putting it on. To legally use any logo, you must include the following text: Destiny™ is a trademark of Evil Hat Productions, LLC. The Powered by Fate logo is © Evil Hat Productions, LLC and is used with permission. That's it! Download
the Powered by Fate logos in EPS format, one for bright backgrounds, one for dark If you need to make color changes to one of these logo options to better suit your product, email Evil Hat for permission (which is usually approved). Otherwise, you may not change the logo (change its shape, use only part of it, etc.). Fate
Font Font Font Font You can download Fate Core Glyphs Font here. Fate Core Font.ttf To take advantage of it, just give us credit: Fate Core font is © Evil Hat Productions, LLC and is used with permission. The Four Actions icons were designed by Jeremy Keller. This font contains a small number of glyphs, supporting
Fudge Dice facials (0, +, -), Four actions (A, D, C, O) and some stress monitoring boxes (using keys with a number). Enjoy! January 27, 2019 Welcome to the Powered by Fate Podcast, where we tackle everything and what to do with fate core's RPG system! Whether you're looking for a discussion about rules, game
reviews, interviews with game creators or actual games, this is your one-stop shop for Fate! In this episode, J.T., Rob and Ben also introduced themselves in the series, and discussed why you should play Destiny - and what is the system, and for which it is not directed by default. They also take a look at the Masters of
Umdaar, Destiny Worlds accessory from Evil Hat, and answer some questions from listeners. Please rate and review us on iTunes and wherever else you can get our podcast! Fate™ is a trademark of Evil Hat Productions, LLC. The Powered by Fate logo is © Evil Hat Productions, LLC and is used with permission. Share
| Download (Loading) Powered by Fate Podcast is your source for All Destiny! We discuss rules, review Fate games and other products, interview creators, answer listeners' questions, whether Fate real plays and more! Ep. 1: Why fate? Welcome to the Powered by Fate Podcast, where we tackle everything and sleep
related to fate core's RPG system! Whether you're looking for a discussion of rules, game reviews, interviews with games or actual games, this is yours shop for Destiny! In this episode, J.T., Rob and Ben also introduced themselves in the series, and discussed why you should play Destiny - and what is the system, and
for which it is not directed by default. They also take a look at the Masters of Umdaar, Destiny Worlds accessory from Evil Hat, and answer some questions from listeners. Please rate and review us on iTunes and wherever else you can get our podcast! Fate™ is a trademark of Evil Hat Productions, LLC. The Powered by
Fate logo is © Evil Hat Productions, LLC and is used with permission. Interesting start, a little slow pace. I'm looking forward to more. I didn't catch who Rob was (or anyone else) or what his product was on Evil Hat. Who are they all? Maybe add that to the show notes. For someone new to Fate, this is a great podcast!
(Probably those who aren't either, I just can't speak for them.) I'm looking forward to more episodes. Thank you for bringing this system into the world of podcasting. Great quality. Welcome to the Powered by Fate Podcast, where we tackle everything and sleep related to fate core's RPG system! Whether you're looking
for a discussion about rules, game reviews, interviews with game creators or actual games, this is your one-stop shop for Fate! In this episode, J.T., Rob and Ben also introduced themselves in the series, and discussed why you should play Destiny - and what is the system, and for which it is not directed by default. They
also take a look at the Masters of Umdaar, Destiny Worlds accessory from Evil Hat, and answer some questions from listeners. Please rate and review us on iTunes and wherever else you can get our podcast! Fate™ is a trademark of Evil Hat Productions, LLC. The Powered by Fate logo is © Evil Hat Productions, LLC
and is used with permission. From publisher blurb: Full Metal Cyberpunk action, now for Fate game system! You're hanging from the top of a mile-high skyscraper, your cybernetic claws holding you in place as gunfire shatters windows around you and a computer virus burns through your brain. When your network
connection to the rest of your team is disconnected, you're sure of one thing: You should have charged the client twice for this mission. The Zero: Fate Edition interface has all the rules you need for cyberpunk action and adventure in the megacity and wastelands of the 2090s. Inside this book you will find hackers, drone
pilots, cyborgs, androids, cybermonics, human/animal hybrids, psychics, cyber implants, guns, armor, vehicles, agile-powered armor and massive war robots. Pre-built aspects, occupations and archetypes start your game, and a flexible wealth system allows you to get rich or die trying. Whether you're a crawling vulture
or an elite soldier of hyperchrome, your tools and technology are here in Interface Zero. I had a lot of discussions with a lot of people during my time about FATE Core.  What does good and what does bad.  First, almost. the consensus is that FATE struggles with horror because it puts a lot of telling power and creating
the world in the hands of players/protagonists.  I want to think fate is capable of this.  I ran The Downed at FATE and while it may not have been a purely horror scenario there were elements and I believe they travelled well in the system. Building a horror game module powered by FATE, so I want to test this.  I realised
FATE was one of my more precious games and I looked up some licensing details this morning and realised they were really quite generous.  Also the story and settings came to me in my sleep and I totally believe that it would work as fate setting.  In fact, in my dream I had scenes and settings created because
someone was giving me a game of DESTINY.  I've expanded all of this and developed a basic module game and I want to give it a test drive. Which, hopefully, is where the group of you come in. I want to run the game of this module for some of you, get feedback and credit you as a play tester.  After this initial game, I
would like to submit a draft module after perfecting it with some GMs who would test it for me impartially from me and provide me with feedback again.  So if you are interested in any of these roles (initial game or launch after revision) let me know in the comments. I'm kind of interested, but what's all this about? I'm so
glad you asked!  Imagine that a group of researchers who have gathered (it is set in now) will create a building that is completely and utterly self-sufficient.  Food, communications, repairs, water, electricity, in fact everything you need is fully supplied by the building.  With an ageing population and an influx of rural and
remote people into cities, food bowls are running out of manpower to feed everyone.  It's a bright vision for an incredible future.  It's just, since the sealing of Bio-Shack being nailed, things have gone wrong.  Two children died of radiation poisoning shortly after the building was sealed off.  Estranged father seeks court
order to open Bio-Shack so he can say goodbye  One of the researchers proved to be a saboteur in hiring a rival R&amp;D organization and is now under house arrest in a building not designed to incarcerate anyone.  Project Lead has suffered numerous heart attacks since the building was sealed and although it
smoothly refused to call off the research.  Finally, computer networks that were just a stop gap until the bioecological computer took over were extensively used from within and no one seems to know why. As a player, you take a role in Bio-Shack.  Perhaps the assistant or principal investigator are on one of the many in
the cabin.  Perhaps they are taking on the role of insurance that has been hired - or a team of doctors and nurses who are set to take care of health.  Of course there's a need for an administration team and a media consultant, not to mention a lawyer or also.  There is a fairly wide variety of roles ready to play and interact
within Bio-Shack.  Is the project doomed or repairable?  What's behind all the mystery in there? If that's what you're interested in, let me know in the comments and we'll see what we can arrange for game time.  In all likelihood it will be played online using Fantasy Grounds or some other VTT at a time that suits most of
those who would like to be involved.  Thank you for reading and perhaps offering to take your place at Bio-Shack.  Keep filming! Rolling!
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